
R*n 738 - Dolpinholme 
 
 
The route described here is about 3 hours at moderate walking pace and boots are 
recommended unless you are a runner. 
 
From Caton, go via Quernmore to the Fleece crossroads, turn left to Dolphinholme 
and in the village turn R. at the T-junction to find and park at the Village Hall (SD 
51628 53292 or check LVH3 website).  This is the start! 

Head past play area, looking for FP sign.  Check – spot Common Bank and pass a cattle grid. 

At next junction look for a house name that sounds like a tree has fallen. 

Cross a style with an odd tube to hurdle and cross a field diagonally heading down to a gate into 
woodland.  Thereafter a rooty track continues downwards. 

Reach a junction and keep the wall on your left. 

Pass a gate and cross a field head to the corner of a house where a gate gives access to a lane.  A 
millstone against the house confirms you are heading the right way.  Initially limestone chipping, 
later concrete paved road is followed. 

Look for a FP sign and choose a way.  A narrow wooden bridge shows you are on the right route.  
Follow the path across fields split by a lane until and reach a road.  Cross the river and look for FP 
on the R.  Fisherman have put a locked gate (Street Lake) immediately in front of a bridge (grrrr), 
so surmount it somehow and turn L. past a shelter and follow FP over a stile. 

Initially pleasant and open, the path degenerates somewhat.  Follow the path to a dirt road R 
(signposted as FP). 

Shortly a post has yellow and white FP signs, but it is AFTER the point that you turn L down an 
unpromising narrow FP in woods.  Don’t go quite as far as the stream, but turn R, threading through 
fallen down trees and run parallel to the stream.  Eventually a bridge takes you across. And up some 
steps.  Reach a field boundary and a split in the paths. We should be turning L but it is too scratchy 
so instead go straight on into the field and keep parallel to woods on R.  Farm buildings can be seen 
ahead and the path goes through a gate with FP sign.  Follow hedge on L to farm through a kind of 
alley.  Follow the quiet road that services the farm. 

At the junction, turning R takes you over the motorway to Scorton and Bitter & Twisted fiefdom so 
don’t bother trespassing.  Instead go past charming school bus stop/shelter. 

At next junction, look for white painted tyres to show your way. (Arkmere Lane.) 

Look for FP on L.  Cross the field aiming for the L of the farm buildings and stile onto farm road.  
Look for FP sign taking you through the farm – good signage heading out of farm up the hill along 
a fence and through gates.  Good views opening up behind you. 

Descending, path kinks L a little but the way is clear.  Pass fishing lake on L, old raking machine, 
and cross a minor road by a farm.  Follow path uphill, gets less clear at a stile with gorse blocking 
the way.  Follow the line of a fence uphill until you reach a field where the fence stops.  Carry on 



similar direction, slightly left but no longer a fence to follow.  You should find FP signs at the top of 
the field by some galvanised gates. 

Enter rough country, bearing up hill with a stream to L.  There is what appears to be a marker pole, 
but take line of least resistance up to a road.  Head L along road lined with gorse until you reach a 
rough car park.  Great views.  At the back of the car park (beer stop if between allotted time) there 
is a faint path that crosses a concrete watercourse and heads steeply up to the line of bracken.  The 
path reaches a T junction shortly.  Follow L contouring circa 10m above the break from the steep 
hillside to more level ground.  Path is narrow but reasonably clear.  Route goes past prominent 
hawthorn tree (not many trees around here) used by sheep for shelter.  A couple of posts here and 
there used to show FP but have fallen. 

You come to a surprising cairn complete with plinth – a bold sculpture like a three tier wedding 
cake.  After pausing to look round, carry on.  The path continues to contour round.  Eventually you 
come to an enclosed field and this is your cue to head down L on a path (again quite small) parallel 
to the fence.  A few hundred metres down there is a stile and FP sign to show you are on course.   

Join a tarmac lane and hook right to go along the lane over a cattle grid and past a mansion house 
with part wooden construction.  There were dogs on the loose here, noisy but at least not biting. 

Carry on in a straight line through a gate into fields (note asking to close gate after).  The track 
crosses a river with a bit of woodland on the opposite side.  There are 2 paths, keep L and enter a 
field.  Ahead you can see a white dwelling, You are making for it, but the path keeps close to the 
fence on the R until a line of trees marks the top of a bank with a stream below.  Keep in the field 
and as you head towards the white dwelling, you’ll come to a narrow wooden bridge. Cross and zig 
zag up to the road with the white dwelling on the opposite side. 

Follow road L until FP sign on the R.  Go through farmyard gates – once through, look back for FP 
sign directing the way you’ve come.  Follow lane on L and cross field following the overhead cable 
and its posts.  A broken style or gate leads into a wildflower area.  Brambles and mud follow. 

Reach next road and turn R.  Pass house with prominent greenhouse. After half kilometer, there is 
an easily missed FP sign on R, initially a wide gravelly farm track, but almost immediately turning 
L over a stile (FP sign).  Keep fence on L and aim for R of some houses with oddly large windows. 

The path reaches another road. Cross onto next FP.  Go diagonally R with views of Wyresdale Hall 
on your L.  A horrible field (recently cut and muck spread) is best crossed quickly to the woodland 
edge. Keep eyes open for FP sign into the woodland and over a stile.  Reach a road and turn L down 
into Dolphinholme 

Cross the river in picturesque village, noting incredibly tidy allotments just before the bridge. 

Branch L for steep tarmaced path – mossy and slippery in places to bring you to near the start of the 
journey. Retrace the outgoing trail onto the road and back to the village hall. 

 

  

 

 


